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Claudia Pesce 671187 views When learning is present simple, the ultimate goal is to make sure that your students understand that it is used to describe routines, habits, daily activities, and common truths. The contrast between the Real Simple and the Real Progressive is also important. This series of steps will help you teach the present simple and covers function, conjugation
and shape. How to continue 1 Introduce action Take a newspaper and pretend to read it. Ask your students what you're doing. They'll say, You're reading the paper. T: What newspaper do I read? S: You read the New York Times. 2 Introduce the present simply - First face singular Tell your students: I read The New York Times every day. Make a list of things you do every day as
a routine: I have breakfast at 7. I'm going to work at 9. I'm having lunch at 12. I'm going home at 5. I watch TV before dinner. Make sure your students understand that you are doing this on a daily or weekly basis; these are commonplace actions. Walk around the classroom and students tell you what they do every day or what some of their habits are. They should give more
examples in the singular first person. 3 Present the present simply - Second Man Singular Say: I read the New York Times. Sarah, you read USA Today. Walk around the classroom, giving examples like: I'm going to work at 9. You go to school. The face of each of your students and the state of common truth: T: John, you live in queens. John (teacher): You also live in queens. T:
Sally, you have a dog. Sally (teacher): You have a cat. Divide your students into pairs and force them to give each other statements in the second person singular. 4 Introduce the present simply - Third person singular Say: I read the New York Times. Sarah reads USA Today. Make sure students notice that you have added s for a third person singular. Give more examples to
other students, and enter irregular verbs: John goes to work at 8. Sally dines at 1. Students provide more examples from information previously published by their classmates. 5 Do the same for a plural of people Ask who lives in queens and ask them to stand up. Then point yourself and those who stand and say: We live in queens. Ask someone who lives in the Bronx and ask
them to stand up. Addressing those who stand and say: You live in the Bronx. Point to your group and say: We live in queens. Ask someone who lives in Manhattan and point to this group and say: They live in Manhattan. 6 Introduce the present simply - Negative Make a statement in the affirmative and then make one in the negative with don't. T: I live in queens, I don't live in the
Bronx. Ask students to do the same, presenting first affirmative and then negative. The practice of all persons except the third person is the only one. 7 Introduce present simply - Negative (third person sole) Make a statement about the student and then make one negative form, using does not. T: Alex reads the New York Times. He doesn't read usa today. Ask Ask Ask do the
same using information previously disseminated by their classmates. 8 Enter the present simply - Issues Make a statement about yourself. Then ask the student a question to submit a do. T: I'm going to school. John, do you go to school? Walk around the classroom asking students questions and teaching them to answer, Yes, I do or No, I don't know. Do the same for all persons
except the third person of the only one. 9 Introduce the present simply - Issues (third person singular) Contrasting habits of students. Make a statement about one thing and then ask about another student: T: John goes to school. Does Sarah go to school? Walk around the classroom to ask questions with does, and teach students to answer Yes, he does No, he doesn't. q
Expansion and Practice: Real simple excercises practice of all faces and forms. Ask open questions. There are more verbs. Where do you live? Where does she work? What language do you speak? Now is also a great time to consolidate everything they have learned about the present simply; it's a big sheet that will help them focus on form. Obviously, you don't have to follow all
these steps in one lesson; You can spread them throughout the week to make sure that your students have enough time to practice real simple exercises in all its forms. There are literally hundreds of real simple sheets and lesson plans available in BusyTeacher.org that can be used for classroom classes or give their students a view of homework for long-term practice. Don't
forget to check them out! P.S. If you liked this article, please help spread it by clicking on one of these exchange buttons below. And if you're interested in more, you should follow our Facebook page where we share more about creative, non-boring ways of teaching English. Get the entire BusyTeacher library: Significantly improve the way you learn save hours of prep time with the
entire BusyTeacher library. Includes the best of BusyTeacher: all 80 of our PDF e-books. It's 4036 pages filled with thousands of practical activities and tips that you can start using today. A 30-day guarantee of monetary protection. Read more lorsange1 Going to, Past Simple, Present Continuous, Present Simple It's a great activity that you can use as warmer as an activity review
or even as a filler. It can be used at any level to practice any stressful for positive, negative or question issues. It's g ... 1 3,776 All Jeff Genet Simple, Say/Tell/Speak/Talk, Movie - Videos - Cartoons This fun lesson contains a link to an animated video that was made specifically for ESL/EFL students to learn how to form a real simple time. Extremely fun and contextualized
explanations ... 1 7,452 BegElemPre-Int Guilherme G Tidon Present Simple, Verb, Everyday/Social English, time in this lesson, students will listen to the conversation between Sarah and John. They talk about their morning routines and students are asked (1) to listen once, (2) get a get Inform ... 1 5,803 Elem HELLEN HAGA Present Simple, Teens, Adult Apprentices,
Crosswords/Boardgames This is a maze based game based on Mark Hancock available on its website. Students must find a way through verbs with the same pronunciation: for example, cooks - visits - helps. It aims to helpin ... 1 13,680 BegElem Guilherme G Tidon Present Simple, Verb, Collocations, Everyday /Social English In this listening activity, students will hear 4 speakers
describing where and with whom they usually hang out. After matching activities for speakers, students will consider some collocatio ... 1 11,780 Eleni Papadogyanni Grammar Verb Tense Worksheets Present Simple Is a simple tincture, including affirmative, negative and questionable forms. Students are asked to get into teams, roll the dice and make suggestions in order to
practice gras... 1 37,997 BegElem Guilherme G Tidon May /may, cardinal rooms, present simple, shopping / Clothes In this sheet, students will fill the gaps of two conversations in the store. After that, they will look at the language and vocabulary used in conversations and analyze their meanings ... 1 15,635 ElemPre-Int Klaudia Present Simple, Verb, Young Learners, Homework
This is a children's sheet that I made in order to practice the verb to have using positive suggestions, denial and questions. Suitable for beginners and elementary level. I used it ... 1 7035 Elem Antonella Arista I created this sheet to help students revise the various verbs of time and practice of question-and-answer. I used it in high schools as well as in adult speaking classes and
it... 1 12,809 Pre-IntInt Robin Woelke Adverb, present simple, Word Order, adult learners This is a quick and easy exercise adverb frequency. It has both verb to be and regular verbs, so the teacher should have already explained the difference in adverb placement. Student... 1 13,413 Pre-IntInt Bianca Molnar A true continuous, present simple practical questions and negatives in
the present simple and present continuous. Enjoy learning/teaching English with this exercise. Students must choose between using the present simple or ... 1 11,339 ElemPre-IntIntAdv Nora Choperena Present Simple, Teenagers, Every Day/ Social English Maps can be used to review the vocabulary of everyday life, frequency adverbs, free time activities, likes/dislikes using a
simple gift. Put the cards in a box/bag and ask the students to chu ... 1 11,685 Elem Roman Gabriel The questions and short answers, present simple, Weather Leaf consists of a table where students should ask each other questions about the weather in the respective country. Great for developing conversational skills and teaching weather-related vo... 1 10,199 BegElem
Anastasia Passive Voice, Real Simple, Movie » Video » Tasks are based on video and focus on developing an understanding of listening. Leaf Leaf listening to the essence, listening to specific information, and gap-filling activities. Th... 1 11,421 ElemPre-IntInt Tammy Grammar Verb Tense Sheets Present is just a PowerPoint explaining PRESENT SIMPLE. Includes contractions,
conjugations and shaping for issues. I used it for teenagers and young adults; They all seemed to like it a lot! Well anima ... 1 12,784 Running MARTA BALBINO Personal pronouns, present simple, young students, teenagers From this sheet students will respond to some exercises in affirmative, negative and interrogating forms of verb to be in the simple present. It can be used
for practice and for review V ... 1 21,959 Elem Michael Patrick Lesson 4 of these 24 parts of the series in intermediate English as a second language intended exclusively for native Spanish speakers. Simple real phrases help students identify this tension. Also include ... 1 9.911 Pre-IntInt Passive Voice, past simple, present just There is a short section of information on the rules of
passive voice, form and use for two times: the present is simple and the past is simple. There are two exercises to practice the present simple and past Sim ... 1 21,892 Pre-IntInt Daniel Santana's Grammar Verb Tense Sheets This is just this song sheet intends to basically test the ability of students to listen, but it also has some controversial writing regarding the theme of the
song and vocabulary of understanting (students must expl ... 1 6,365 Pre-IntInt The past is simple, real simple is a lesson plan for teachers to use in the classroom. This is a 20-minute lesson focusing on speaking and grammar and teaching students the difference between past and present time. It's les ... 1 14 958 Elem present simple present continuous exercises pdf busy
teacher
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